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The and model years used General Motors' 5. In addition, GM badges were added to the vehicle.
The SSR's " retro " styled design was inspired by Chevrolet's lates Advance Design trucks, in
particular the â€” pickups. The vehicle rode on a GM platform specific to it, a version of the
period's highly adaptable GMT , and featured a steel body retractable hardtop designed by
Karmann and built by ASC. An early-production SSR was the pace car for the Indianapolis auto
race. Of the total production, 24, were available for sale to the public. The Chevrolet SSR offered
many luxury amenities as standard equipment. An attempt was made at a land speed record
using a highly modified version of an SSR during the Bonneville Speed Week in August of In
spite of the team's efforts, the SSR in question was deemed ineligible to race in the class that
they intended to compete in due to an air dam that did not conform to the class rules. They were
permitted to race the truck for "time only" but the truck proved unstable at speeds approaching
mph. Unfortunately the truck never reached speeds anywhere near close enough to take the
record. That same year a GMC Sonoma put the class record even further out of reach by
running nearly 10 mph faster than the previous record. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Subcompact crossover SUV. Compact crossover SUV. Captiva Sport. Mid-size crossover SUV.
Full-size crossover SUV. Mini SUV. Compact SUV. Grand Vitara. S Blazer. Mid-size SUV.
Full-size SUV. Grand Blazer. K5 Blazer. Coupe utility. Chevy El Camino. Compact pickup. LUV
D-Max. Mid-size pickup. Full-size pickup. Lumina APV. Trans Sport. City Express. Combining
the styling elements of a late '40s Chevy pickup, the attitude of a muscle car and the fun of a
roadster, the SSR is an entertaining answer to a question nobody asked. It's a roadster and a
pickup truck all in one. With a fully usable cargo bed and a retractable hardtop, there's never
been anything quite like the SSR, and that's the way Chevrolet likes it. Built on a modified
Trailblazer chassis, the SSR will feature many of the same drivetrain and suspension
components as its sport ute cousin. Power will be sent to the rear wheels from an aluminum
block 5. This will be a limited production vehicle, so if you think you might want to get your
hands on one, call your local dealer ASAP, 'cause they won't last long. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet SSR. Is it better to
lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,
can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Seats only two and yet weighs
nearly 5, pounds, costs almost as much as a Corvette. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Chevrolet brings to market a
sport pickup with a retractable hardtop, retro styling and horsepower. Read more. Write a
review See all 11 reviews. I am not usually not sentimental when it comes to automobiles. I
generally long for something every months. And though I only owned it for a year I still smile
whenever I see one I was living in SoCal and only recall having the top up twice. I really loved
that truck. It was a little short on legroom and was a little tight with the top up but it made up for
it with a joyful temperament. It had a wonderful exhaust note and when the top was down it felt
more like a wake boat than a truck. It was nimble and a blast to drive. The designers did a great
job,it was seamless from inside to outside. You'd almost expect to find a repurposed Pontiac
sun fire interior in it but no! Read less. SSR is ultimate convertible. The SSR is the ultimate
convertible due to the fact of the one button automatic convertible hard top, the very, very

spacious trunk, and it is so comfortable when exiting the vehicle. Unlike, the other convertibles
that you have to lift yourself out of the car, the SSR is high enough that you just turn and get
out. The body such as the fenders are solid steel, not fiberglass. That gives me a sense of
safety if a collision were to take place. It is a real head turner! SSR Not for the shy person. This
truck is by far way ahead of its time. Like the PT Cruiser by Chrysler it has a nostalgic look
about it. Reminds me of what a concept vehicle of the 50's would look like. Only they would
have never been able to dream up that convertable hard top that stacks up and lays neatly
between the seat and the bed of the truck. Turns heads everywhere it goes. If your shy don't
buy this truck as every time you stop people want to talk to you about it. Write a review.
Sponsored cars related to the SSR. Sign Up. Models also known as Trim Levels, are used to
identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. I like the handeling and the get up and
go. Many people look at it going down the road. People just want to talk to you about it. Most
never seen one or thinks its an older truck rebuild. I had It's a good car and I've had it for 15
years now. It's quaint but cute and small. Comfortability level is pretty low and features are
pretty low but it's an older car so I don't expect much with what I had mine for about 7 years and
store it in the winter. Comfortability level is pretty low and features are pretty low but it's an
older car so I don't expect much with what all the new cars have nowadays. It's a very cool car
to look at and drive through. Change Year. Original MSRP. Crash Test. MPG up to. Source
FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior
Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Smokin Asphalt. Redline Red. Slingshot Yellow.
View Details. Top Positive Owner Reviews. Best ever. Read More. Gas efficient. The Chevrolet
SSR is the coolest cat Jo wrote on June 3, Emma M wrote on September 19, See All Reviews 3.
Combined MPG: Owner's Choice. Road Test Video Reviews. See all Safety Features. Top Rated
Trucks. Best Pickup Trucks. Best Trucks for the money. Best Trucks for gas mileage. Best Sport
Utility. Browse By Category. Small Cars. We've been watching the SSR's development for about
three years. It first appeared as a design concept at the Detroit auto show in January , and a
"we're going to build it" announcement followed that August. So everyone's had a lot of time to
think about what the SSR is, and isn't. Is it a truck? Is it a street rod? Is it a sporty convertible?
Is it retro or modern? Does it matter? Irrespective of where you think it fits, two important
questions come to mind as the production SSR comes to market: How does it drive? And will
people line up to buy it? The first we can now answer; the second is up to you. Related
hardware includes a live axle out back, independent suspension up front, and four-wheel disc
brakes. Aft of the cab is either a shallow covered truck bed or a large flat trunk, depending upon
your perspective. Besides the heritage-inspired look, the design's other obvious highlight is its
retractable hardtop, which fits neatly into a bay between the rear bulkhead and the front of the
bed. GM's midsize-SUV foundation also donates its all-aluminum 5. The engine's stock output is
horsepower, but the SSR's less-restrictive intake and burbling dual-exhaust system bring
horsepower to an even There are no other engine offerings--yet--and the SSR is rear drive only.
Most concepts change a lot during the journey from auto-show turntable to showroom, but put
an SSR next to that original Detroit design study, and you know exactly where it came from.
Unfortunately, almost all of the concept's brushed-aluminum trim became "plasticinum" in the
process, except for the exterior door handles. We're happy to report that 19s and 20s they are.
Unlike the outside, the interior did become something different from that of the dream machine,
but it still has a certain custom street-rod look about it. But it's tough to do limited-production
vehicles, while keeping costs under control, without raiding the parts bin. Best of all are the
SSR's sport seats: They're firm, supportive, and beautifully stitched in high-quality leather. We
can't say the same for the cheesy, nylon rug-like material that lines the bed. While it appears
durable and waterproof, it looks cheap, is poorly finished, and is affixed with Velcro. Not custom
street-rod-like, for sure. The rear decklid can be entirely removed and easily hung on the garage
wall via a mounting kit that comes with the car. Whatever the SSR qualifies as or from where it
comes, there's no question that it's good fun to drive. You can criticize the transmission for
having only four ratios, no sequential controls, and a clunky shifter, but it remains an ideal
match for this motor. Chevy claims times in the mid-seven-second range, confirmed by an
informal stopwatch; top speed is electronically limited to mph also confirmed. The SSR is a
porker at pounds--some pounds heavier than a Corvette convertible--and launching that mass
isn't easy. But midrange passing is a snap, and the burbling Small Block sounds so good, you'll
never want to put the top up. When you do decide to put it up, or down, however, it, too, is the
proverbial snap. Just hold down the button, and the ASC designed and supplied one-touch top
does the latching, folding, and covering for you. Lowering the top takes about 20 seconds;
closing it requires While going alfresco, wind noise and buffeting are commendably low. Top
up, it's not as quiet as a closed coupe, but it's less noisy than a cloth-topped convertible. In
summary, the whole retract-o-top system is positively slick. The rest of the SSR driving

experience is a cross between sport truck and body-on-frame domestic convertible. The SSR is
nobody's sports car, but it corners confidently given its truck-based makeup. The ride is
comfortable yet firm; never harsh, but not mushy, either. We're not quite sold on the
rack-and-pinion steering. Although the SSR uses a faster rack than its SUV platformmates,
turn-in is somewhat vague, and there's too little real feedback for how heavy it feels.
ABS-assisted stops are straight and sure. The Ford Thunderbird , a specialty car with tons of
history and appeal, tops out below where the SSR starts--and yet the Bird is faltering in the
marketplace. Chevrolet 's business case is built on sales of 14,, units per year at a minimum of
five years. Speaking of history and appeal, several Chevy dealers we spoke with like the SSR,
but wonder why the company didn't spend its development tab on refurbishing the Camaro. The
SSR draws its share of smiles and thumbs up. It's new and different, classically American fun to
drive, and will be a popular date on cruise night. Will it be the Next Big Thing or the next niche
player to fall short of long-term expectations? As we said, that's up to you. Close Ad. Watch
Originals. Join MotorTrend. Matt Stone photographer the Manufacturer photographer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and
Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Odometer is miles below market average! Where we make the
car buying experience easy and stress free. See Dealer for Details. Flaunting a ravishing yellow
exterior and an ebony interior, this car is a sight to see from the inside out. This is the vehicle
for you! Give us a call today and don't let it slip away! Tapp motors has been in business for
over 70 years and look forward to helping you. Carfax Certified With 28 Service Records! We are
excited to offer this Chevrolet SSR. You appreciate the finer things in life, the vehicle you drive
should not be the exception. Low, low mileage coupled with an exacting maintenance program
make this vehicle a rare find. The look is unmistakably Chevrolet, the smooth contours and
cutting-edge technology of this Chevrolet SSR LS will definitely turn heads. We look forward to
seeing you soon! Please call us for more information. With the current COVID pandemic we are
taking precautions to make sure our staff and customers stay safe. Each vehicle employee and
all paperwork will be sanitized before and after delivery. Any questions please contact us! Come
see our new pre-owned store at Shelbyville Rd. In Louisville KY! Hundreds of vehicles in one
place! Indoor showroom and friendly knowledgeable staff! Buy from Kentuckiana's Best!
Having 7 convenient locations and over vehicles we're sure to have the right car at the right
price! Can't make it in the dealership? Ask about our nationwide vehicle delivery service!
Inquire to schedule your VIP test drive today. All prices plus tax title lic and dealer processing
fee. This vehicle has been through an extensive multi-point inspection by one of our Certified
Technicians. All necessary services have been done for the appropriate mileage interval. We
have also reconditioned this vehicle inside and out, so as to provide you with as near a new
vehicle as can be expected from a vehicle of this year and mileage. Call Today! This gem is a
local trade in and has a bunch of service records available on the CarFax. We have put it
through our rigorous point inspection and she passed with flying colors. All items noted by our
Certified Technicians have been addressed. You will receive a day warranty and 2 years free
maintenance. This gem will NOT last so schedule your test drive today. Big grins!!! This really is
a great vehicle for your active lifestyle. Our Sales team consists of individuals handpicked to
deliver a sales experience like no other. We want your experience to be unique and cater to your
individuality. Our Sales team is committed to providing this experience! We want you to know
were listening, so please, feel free to always let us know how we can better serve you, or merely
to express how unique your experience was here at Beaver Chevrolet!! It is equipped with a 4
Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Slingshot Yellow with a Ebony Leather interior. It
is covered by a limited warranty. Nobody beats our helpful consultants and a fast, fun and
friendly buying or leasing experience. By phone, text or email The vehicle is Redline Red with a
Ebony interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. Slingshot Yellow exterior and
Ebony interior. Combining the open-air excitement of a roadster with the utility of a pickup, the
Chevy SSR features a two-piece power-retractable hardtop that stows vertically between the
seats and the rear storage bed. As a GM 'Mark of Excellence Award' winner for Outstanding
Sales, Customer Satisfaction and Service in Pittsburgh for over ten years, our pricing strategy
is simple, you get our best prices on all our vehicles, not just the stock numbers in an Ad, and
we will not be beat! Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Fuel economy
calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm
the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Trim Base 5 LS Bed Length Short Bed Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic 41 M
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anual 4. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive Cylinders 8 cylinders Fuel Economy.
Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents.
Title issue. Check Availability. Price Drop. Showing 1 - 18 out of 45 listings. Overall Consumer
Rating. I am not usually not sentimental when it comes to automobiles. I generally long for
something every months. And though I only owned it for a year I still smile whenever I see one I
was living in SoCal and only recall having the top up twice. I really loved that truck. It was a little
short on legroom and was a little tight with the top up but it made up for it with a joyful
temperament. It had a wonderful exhaust note and when the top was down it felt more like a
wake boat than a truck. It was nimble and a blast to drive. The designers did a great job,it was
seamless from inside to outside. You'd almost expect to find a repurposed Pontiac sun fire
interior in it but no! Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

